Abstract-With the rapid development of computer technology and network technology, the network speed is increasing fast, the expansion of computer network and data transmission medium can easily lead to network outages, an accurate assessment for the vulnerability of network should be made to ensure the safety and stability of the network. The design method of evaluation system for fragile control with dynamic connection structure of network topology design and bus system based on computer network, the dynamic connection structure of network node routing repair, computer network system and I/O service operations can be upgraded and dynamic connection patch mode. Network applications using the B/S structure of the operating system vulnerability assessment, the system bus control method to configure network reset serial receiver and transmitter configuration, send and receive control register and check the remote network system available on the service And configure, operate directly on the database application using cross compiler, network operating system architecture editor, compiler, connection and debugging, realize the network vulnerability assessment system. Test results show that this method of computer network vulnerability assessment, it can effectively repair the network routing and interrupt node, improve the connectivity, the safety and stability of the network.
right to use The data in the database, may bring huge losses; data encryption often occurs or influence the efficiency of the database conflict with the function of DBMS. Because the server / browser (B/S) application program structure of the direct operation of the database, so use the structure of B/S network database security threats should be with some defects. The international general program databases such as Oracle, SQL server, MySQL DB2, there are a large number of security vulnerabilities, in the case of Oracle, only published by the CVE database vulnerabilities have more than 2000, but when we use the database, there is no patch upgrade, privilege escalation, buffer overflow problems, database security as a result of these loopholes allow the security department is becoming more and more attention. The vulnerability scanner may be available through service and configuration check a remote system, to search for a known NFS vulnerability [2] . The intrusion detection system also try to take advantage of a vulnerability report when the vulnerability exists only in the attacker. Access causes the integrity of the data in the system is threatened, may lead to the destruction of information can't continue to use, even more serious is the valuable information is stolen without leaving any traces. The internal use of distributed computer network node design, need to move to computer network vulnerable nodes are accurate and effective positioning, easy to remove fragile unstable node, timely network fault diagnosis, ensure stable operation of computer network [4] . In this regard, this vulnerability assessment system design method with the dynamic connection structure of network topology design and bus system is proposed based on computer network, it first uses dynamic connection structure for network routing repair, computer network system and I/O service operations can be upgraded and patch mode dynamic link. Then use the B/S network application structure. The vulnerability assessment of the operating system, the system bus control method to configure network reset serial receiver and transmitter, transmitting and receiving control allocation of available services and the configuration register and check the network remote system, directly to the database operation by the application of cross compiler, network operating system architecture edit, compile, link and debugging, implementation of network vulnerability assessment. Finally, system testing is taken, test results show that the Method has superior performance in accurately assessing the vulnerability of computer networks.
II. MAIN MANIFESTATIONS OF COMPUTER NETWORK

VULNERABILITY
Node computer network consists of a large number of micro sensor deployment and routing in the region is composed of node fault exception has many reasons, the mobile node vulnerability accurate positioning is difficult, the vulnerability of the network system is mainly manifested in the following aspects [5, 6] : (1) The vulnerability of the operating system. The network operating system itself is not safe, specific performance: dynamic link. In order to need to expand the system integration and system, operating system with dynamic connection structure, service system and I/O operation can upgrade and patch mode dynamic connection. Although this way to provide for the convenience of vendors and users, but also provides convenience for the hacker intrusion (vulnerability), a hotbed of this dynamic connection is produced. The operating system can create the process and the process in the remote node is created and activated, the more serious is the process can also be created to create other processes. So, if hackers in the remote inject "spy" program to patch way attached to legitimate users, especially the super user, you can get rid of the system process and operation monitoring Program testing. Set aside no entrance password and provide remote procedure call empty password and the RPC. operating system for easy maintenance (RPC) services are hacking into the system channel. Another operating system vulnerabilities are the super user, if the intruder got super user password, the system will be fully controlled by the intruder [7] . (2) The vulnerability of computer system's hardware and software failures can affect the normal operation of the system, and the system will stop working when it is serious. The hardware fault system usually has a hardware failure, power failure, chip motherboard failure, drive failure; software fault system usually has the operating system fault, fault and application software driver fault.
(3) Electromagnetic leakage. In computer networks, network ports, transmission lines and various processors may cause electromagnetic information radiation due to shielding or shielding, which results in the leakage of useful information and even confidential information (4) Data accessibility. Into the system, users can easily copy system data without leaving any traces; Internet users under certain conditions, can access to all the data in the system, and can be copied, deleted or destroyed.
(5) Communication system and communication protocol weaknesses. Lines of communication network system is facing all kinds of threats is very fragile, illegal users can carry out physical destruction, on line wiretap, not through an external circuit protection system. Access to internal information communication protocol TCP/IP and FTP, Email, NFS, WWW and other application protocols are safe vulnerability, such as resource waste anonymous service system FTP; E-mail lurking in the electronic bomb, viruses and other threats to Internet security; common gateway interface used in WWW (CGI) program, Java Applet program and SSI may become hacker tools; hackers can use Sock, TCP prediction or remote access direct scanning attack the firewall.
(6) Vulnerability database system. The data base management system in the management of the database is based on the concept of classification management, therefore, the safety of DBMS must be matched with the security of the operating system, this is a congenital deficiency.
(7) A variety of memory storage fragile network storage medium in a large number of the information storage medium, these can easily be stolen or damaged, resulting in loss of information; the memory information can easily be copied without leaving a trace. In addition, the vulnerability of the network system is also difficult for the confidentiality of the information medium, remanence effect and the aggregation.
III. DESIGN OF SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In order to realize the optimization design of computer network vulnerability assessment system, firstly analyzes the overall structure of the software system model, computer network vulnerability based on virtual machine installed pure command operation on the basis of evaluation system, the system uses LabWindows/CVI Web application interface code automatic generation of information retrieval, using a large number of applications in Windows build the code model. Computer network vulnerability assessment system development environment based on Windows, Linux or Mac system, embedded Linux platform VirtualBox virtual machine to install Oracle in Windows operating system under the Web application interface, the data bus and the core output of constructing Web application interface in embedded Linux system using dynamic control module. The connection structure of the network node routing repair, computer network system and I/O service operations can complement Ding way of upgrading and dynamic connection of computer network vulnerability assessment system is composed of embedded Linux kernel, file system based on application. In this paper based on the design of computer network vulnerability assessment system, the compiler can compile C, C++, Fortran and other language program, GCC compiler is divided into two processes, first of all convert the embedded application binary interface file for the unified code, compile the compiler tool reuse path load, the kernel configuration compiled into binary code. The design based on the computer network vulnerability assessment system development environment, software development plan design [8] . Computer network vulnerability assessment system must have the function are: (1) receiving instructions or input parameters; (2) DSP; (3) online update; (4) the realtime display of results or sampling. According to the characteristics of system, LabWindows /CVI (hereinafter referred to as CVI) are used as the system the software development language. With C/C++ interactive software development environment of the instrument system, its purpose is to enable users to develop and debug.CVI virtual instrument system can edit module, the compiler of the C/C++, an important feature of the connection and debugging of.CVI is in the Windows and Sun platform to simplify the design of graphical user interface. With LabWindows/CVI development we can use the instrument control program is simplified, and the program can be transplanted on different platforms. The computer network vulnerability assessment system is designed. The structure is shown in Figure 1 
IV. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT SECTION
On the basis of the analysis of the overall design and function module of computer network vulnerability assessment system in the development, the design of the system, proposed control with the dynamic connection structure of network topology design and bus system based on computer network vulnerability assessment system design method, network applications using the B/S structure of the vulnerability of the operating system the evaluation, using the bus system control method to configure network reset serial receiver and transmitter, software development system focusing on the standard of Linux development tools, connectors, computer network vulnerability assessment system, the development of compiler, debugger subsystem, software development environment design of VirtualBox virtual machine control system is installed in the flow of abnormal construction under Windows operating system the use of cross compiler environment for the design of computer network vulnerability assessment Through the serial port as a console to control the target board, the design of abnormal traffic control signaling described as follows [9] : (1) The timestamp response refers to Sip protocol stack by computer network vulnerability monitoring and control terminal session, namely the time stamp of computer network vulnerability monitoring and control input to set information input to the Web server through the computer network vulnerability encoding, the timestamp request being processed, the completion of the first computer network vulnerability frame sequence the time of sampling.
(2) Synchronization source identifier. Synchronization source identifier corresponding to different characteristic identification input computer network vulnerability and the output of the normal network traffic frame, the executable code is compiled and distributed control design, compile the user traffic identification machine code.
(3) Separation of data stream and control flow. Through the integration of network and service by service and call control separation method, RTP header and load data compress computer network vulnerability data to complete synchronous source identification (4) The customer response error. The terminal computer network vulnerability monitoring and control information of the registered users on the server, removed, or invite the designated person information access and traffic identification, the conference structure for error correction, output correction word structure.
According to the design of the control signaling, the compiler of the computer network vulnerability assessment system, the linker and the debugger subsystem are developed:
(1) Compiler. Flow acquisition system AD conversion device through the FOCUS server sends a INVITE request. The user received early dialog, ACK issued a confirmation message, the end of the protocol stack, complete cross compilation of computer network vulnerability assessment.
(2) Connector. The connector through the root file system directory file system library and kernel module configuration and serial link, GNU test board set up the computer network vulnerability assessment system using the installation script Busybox, using the root file system generated by the mkyaffsimage tool, complete control system device driver and the expansion port is connected to the development of in the plate.
(3) Debugger. Debugger development is based on character device drivers and block drivers, using rmmod commands to access network devices, dynamic loading detection algorithms, and abnormal computer network vulnerability assessment letters.
The direct operation of the database by the application of cross compiler, network operating system architecture editor, compiler, connection and debugging are designed. Set the PCR (pin serial port control register) FSXM=1 (sample rate generator frame synchronization in FSGM transmits the frame synchronization signal output (CLKXM=1), on-chip sampling rate generator CLKX pin), FSXP=1 (active low) CLKXP=1 (on the falling edge of CLKX to send data).
The sampling rate of generator startup serial port 0, data set including the media and signaling, to enable serial port and start the internal frame synchronization signal, waiting for the 2 clock cycle after the transmitter and the receiver. The use of activated host CPU through the local bus to modify the upper Makefile file, the kernel file system on the Flash device to send the whole the kernel configuration layer, as ARM in the default Linux platform, in the kernel configuration, MVB bus control model of bus data acquisition trigger automatic code compilation, RAM will store the pre trigger through Linux kernel compile download to the target board operation, the establishment of virtual file system interface, the network driver, protocol, virtual file system the firewall and other parts of computer network vulnerability assessment system of.Web network management system application interface for sending and receiving data packets, Linux /Unix call loop Back (loop) interface, call and packet transfer function related to the implementation of "telnet" and "FTP" in the "connection, the device driver module in Linux/Unix call in the /dev directory of the Linux kernel, depending on the SCSI controller is connected to the SCSI bus, using static compilation to achieve imodprobe command in the Linux driver and driver. In the following procedure to construct the network drive:
int ast_unregister_translator(struct ast_translator *t); // Coded conversion cancellation function void ast_translate_activate(struct ast_translator *t); // Perform the function of encoding conversion void ast_translator_deactivate(struct ast_translator *t); // Encoding conversion function does not perform struct ast_trans_pvt *ast_translator_build_path(int dest,int source); // A path is created between the source and the target Through the RTP encoding the audio data is sent to the media server, media server according to the media strategy configuration data decoding, processing the decoded data, and then encoding in accordance with certain methods of encoding and forwarding to the user terminal via RTP. The media server usually sends the current speaker audio to other users.
The SIP protocol defines a structure of sip_pvt, the important data structure to maintain a SIP session, its internal property contains all kinds of SIP and SIP message header field. Various header fields have their own structure. The text into the structure, any other field part of the program can easily access the SIP message.
The API interface defines the message processing corresponding protocol stack are as follows: int sip_call(struct ast_channel*chan,char*dest,int timeout);// Call specified target Int sip_hangup (struct ast_channel*chan); / / vulnerability assessment in a channel Int sip_answer (struct ast_channel*chan); / / virus characteristics of a channel Int sip_indicate (struct ast_channel*chan, int condition); //the SIP channel Status Code, and the current channel state According to the above analysis, the sending and receiving control registers are configured, and the available services and configurations on the network remote system are checked. The dynamic link structure is used to route network nodes for network vulnerability evaluation.
V. SIMULATION TEST
In order to test the design of the system in the implementation of computer network vulnerability assessment application performance in the simulation experiment, the core decompression procedure under the control of the control program compiled to generate executable code, software development and hardware implementation of the computer network vulnerability assessment system design, the main equipment to open the computer network vulnerability assessment system, registration character to the kernel, network transmission flow collection and identification of information in the central processor, the test environment of this experiment are shown in Table 1 . According to the experimental configuration and parameters setting, source code programming, 32 standard C compile, link, and debugging ANSIC code library integrated in an interactive development platform, computer network vulnerability assessment, start the program compiler interface as shown in Figure 2 . Through the communication attribute definition pop-up menu interface object and C code and its attributes, CVI automatically generated source code files, setting up an account in the client communication software Eyebeam, the account of the corresponding attribute database table and a number of sip_buddies, create a virtual panel configuration, sending and receiving control instruction to register implementation, vulnerability assessment, vulnerability evaluation of computer network nodes are shown in Figure  3 . Analysis shows that this method of computer network vulnerability assessment, it has better accuracy of weak node detection, it can effectively repair the network routing and interrupt node, improve the connectivity and stability of the network. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
An accurate assessment system of the vulnerability of the network is researched, to ensure the safety and stability of the network. This paper proposes the design method of control system to assess vulnerability with the dynamic connection structure of network topology design and bus system based on computer network, the dynamic connection structure of network node routing repair, computer network system and I/O service operations can be upgraded and dynamic patch mode network connection. The application uses the B/S structure of the operating system vulnerability assessment, the system bus control method to configure network reset serial receiver and transmitter, transmitting and receiving control allocation of available services and the configuration register and check the network on a remote system, directly to the database operation by the application of cross compiler, network operating system the architecture of editing, compiling, linking and debugging, realize the network vulnerability assessment research. It shows that the method used in this paper can effectively repair network routing and interrupt nodes, and improve the connectivity and security stability of the network. It has a very good application value.
